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• The development within the last decade of automated 
driving systems (ADS) or vehicle automation is both an 
enormous opportunity and a challenge to those tasked 
with creating policy and inspection processes to ensure 
the safety of both commercial motor vehicles (CMV) 
and the traveling public.

•  As an area of growth and constant change, 
understanding the technology involved, the potential 
uses of that technology, and the best ways to ensure 
that the technology is applied safely is a direct concern 
for the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) and 
the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration and us 
a the Florida Highway Patrol. 



•A CMV ADS Working Group was formed as 
part of the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance 
(CVSA) Enforcement and Industry 
Modernization (EIM) Committee in September 
2018. This Working Group was charged with 
assessing the latest advances in CMV 
automation, and developing recommended 
approaches to inspecting these vehicles.







•ADS-equipped CMV operators and manufacturers revealed 
that companies are developing SAE Level 1, Level 2, and 
Level 4 vehicles at this time, with Level 1 and Level 2 vehicles 
already operating in the United States. SAE Level 4 vehicles 
are still in development and testing phases, but some are 
carrying commercial loads with a safety driver onboard and 
ready to take control of the vehicle. 

•Within these broadly defined SAE categories, there are 
different use-scenarios, including platooning, highway 
exit-to-exit automation, highway automation with remote (drone) 
access, and facility-to-facility automation (when facilities are 
located close to a highway interchange).
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•All industry interviewees were interested in continued collaboration with 
enforcement and regulatory officials to help develop safety standards, and ensure 
that their vehicles were as safe as possible. Industry generally recommended the 
following in terms of interaction with inspection needs:

∙ Focus on Functionality. Regulatory agencies and enforcement should focus 
on specifying desired functional requirements and let industry develop the 
specific approach and supporting systems. For example, enforcement could 
require that a vehicle display its ODD so that enforcement can verify the 
vehicle is operating in a location and under conditions that it should. Industry 
should be responsible for deciding the best way to meet this requirement 
(light, door placards, 24/7 contact information, etc.).

• Strive for Uniformity. Once the functionality for safety assurances are 
specified, apply them uniformly throughout the country
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Recommendations and Next Steps
•Based on this information, the Working Group developed eight inspection options that 
could be applied to ADS-equipped CMVs during a North American Standard (NAS) 
Level I inspection, including: the two options approved were: 

∙ Option 2—Add a new Step to the commercial vehicle inspection process to inspect 
the overall ADS using a malfunction lamp, indicator, electronic readout, or some other 
method to be determined. This approach could work similarly to the antilock brake 
system (ABS) malfunction lamp check in the existing process. This option would 
apply to SAE Levels 1 to 3 CMV.

∙ Option 7—This option would apply to SAE Levels 4 to 5 CMVs. It would limit 
roadside inspection of these vehicles to situations where an imminent hazard is 
observed or during a post-crash investigation, and instead focus on an 
origin/ destination (terminal) inspection model. The vehicle would be required to 
communicate to enforcement while in-motion that it had passed the origin/ destination 
inspection, that its ADS systems (as a whole) were functioning, and that it is operating 
within its ODD.



Next Steps For the Inspection 
Process



Consolidated Appropriations Act, 
2018

•On March 23, 2018, President Trump signed into law the 
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018. This legislation, among 
other things, directs the U.S. DOT to conduct research on the 
development of automated vehicles and provides necessary 
funding. The Joint Explanatory Statement accompanying the act 
states that the legislation reallocates $100 million in the Fixing 
America's Surface Transportation (FAST) Act for a Highly 
Automated Vehicle (HAV) research and development program 
to fund planning, direct research, and demonstration grants” for 
HAV technologies and Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems 
(ADAS).
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States With Automated Vehicle 
Executive Order or Legislation
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